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LINGUISTIC SITUATION

Introduction
Synchronic distribution

Diachronic development
Discussion and Conclusion

References

Linguistic Situation
Historical profile
Typological profile

Historical characteristics of AP group

1. Papuan outlier (some 1000 km from the New Guinea mainland)
2. tentatively linked with Trans New Guinea (TNG) family - western

Bomberai peninsula languages (Ross 2005) based on pronominal
evidence

3. small languages (max. 20,000 speakers, some < 1,000)
4. surrounded by Austronesian languages
5. long history of genetic admixture (Mona et al. 2009)
6. possibly long-lasting language contact and linguistic convergence

(Holton et al. to appear)

Frantiöek Kratochvíl et al. Pronominal systems in AP languages 8/77

>>> not supported in Holton et al 2012
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LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS

Introduction
Synchronic distribution

Diachronic development
Discussion and Conclusion

References

Linguistic Situation
Historical profile
Typological profile

Grammatical characteristics of the AP group

1. head-final and head-marking
2. great variation in alignment types: ranging from nom-acc (Haan

2001; Klamer 2010) to fluid semantic alignment (Klamer 2008;
Donohue and Wichmann 2008; Kratochvíl to appear; Schapper
2011b)

3. lexical class-based case-patterns in Western Pantar (Holton 2010)
4. no nominal case, number, gender
5. clause chaining (de Vries 2006)

Frantiöek Kratochvíl et al. Pronominal systems in AP languages 10/77
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MEMORIES VAN OVERGAVE (1850-1950)
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LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION RESULTS IN 2000+ PERIOD

Grammars: 
	
 Abui, Adang, Alorese, Klon, Teiwa

Dictionaries:
	
 Abui, Kamang, Teiwa, Western Pantar

Story books:
	
 Abui

Bible translations:
	
 Blagar (AuSIL), Sawila, Kula, Wersing (ongoing, in different stages)
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DATA COLLECTED IN 2000+ PERIOD

Holton et al. 2012

LANGUAGES OF ALOR AND PANTAR 91

person singular pronoun *to-. Additionally, Donohue cites two lexical similarities—PTAP

*aDa, PNH *gota ‘tree’; and PTAP *yar, PNH *gala ‘water’—each with similar forms in

the Bird’s Head and the Bomberai Peninsula of mainland New Guinea. Donohue’s pro-

posal raises the possibility that the linguistic prehistory of the Alor-Pantar languages may

evade a simple cladistic classification; however, given the limited evidence in this proposal

for a West Papuan connection, it should be approached with some skepticism.

The current paper differs from previous research in several important ways. First, rather

than simply comparing phonetically similar forms, we employ the comparative method.

We focus on a close comparison of lexical forms to establish regular sound correspon-

dences and to reconstruct protophonemes and the sound changes that they have undergone.

Second, we restrict our attention to the Alor and Pantar languages, choosing to leave the

exploration of possible more distant genetic affiliation with the Papuan languages of Timor

for future investigation. Finally, the data set used in this paper is larger and more detailed

than any of the data sets used in previous research, as discussed in the following section.

3.  THE DATA. There are over twenty Papuan languages spoken across Alor, Pan-

tar, and the islands in the intervening straits.9 In this paper we present data from twelve

languages (listed in table 1), with representatives from across the entire geographical

9. The precise number of languages remains unknown, owing primarily to a lack of data for variet-
ies spoken in the highlands of central Alor, which are currently classified as Abui or Kamang.

TABLE 1. SOURCES CONSULTED FOR THIS PAPER

LANGUAGE ABBR.  STOKHOF 
(1975)

ISO 
CODE

RESEARCHER YEAR(S) NO.
ITEMS 

SOURCE(S)

Teiwa TWA Tewa twe Klamer 20037, 
2010

1350 Klamer 2010a, forthcom-
ing:a 

Robinson 2010 ~400 fieldnotes

Nedebang NDB Nedebang nec Robinson 2010 ~400 fieldnotes

Kaera KER — — Klamer 20067 890 fieldnotes, Klamer 2010b

Robinson 2010 ~400 fieldnotes

Western 
Pantar†

† Western Pantar is a cover label first used by Holton (2004) for three mutually intelligible
dialects: Mauta, Tubbe, and Lamma (labels are based on clan names). The name “Lamma”
is used in Stokhof (1975) for all varieties of the language.

WP Lamma lev Holton 20068 2500 Holton and Lamma Koly 
2008

Blagar‡

‡ Blagar exhibits significant dialect variation with respect to the consonants. Unless otherwise
noted, the data cited in this paper are from the Nuhawala “Nule” dialect spoken on Pantar. 

BLG Blagar beu Robinson 2010 ~400 fieldnotes

Adang ADN Adang adn Robinson 2010 ~400 fieldnotes

Baird 2003 419 fieldnotes

Klon KLN Kelon kyo Baird 20037 ~1600 Baird 2008, fieldnotes

Robinson 2011 ~400 fieldnotes

Kui — Kui kvd Holton 2010 432 fieldnotes

Abui ABU Abui abz Schapper 2010 ~400 fieldnotes

Kratochvíl 20039 1725 Kratochvíl 2007, Kratoch-
víl and Delpada 2008

Kamang KMN Woisika woi Schapper 2010 ~1800 fieldnotes

Sawila SWL Tanglapui tpg Kratochvíl 20079 ~1800 fieldnotes

Wersing WRS Kolana kvw Holton 2010 432 fieldnotes
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The tree based on shared phonological innovations differs in several ways from previ-
ous classifications based on lexicostatistics. In particular, while the eastern languages
SWL and WRS form a subgroup, they do not constitute primary branches from PAP, as
has been suggested in several previous classifications (cf. Wurm 1982, Lewis 2009).

Having reconstructed the consonant system, we can proceed with a reconstruction of
PAP vocabulary. Although we identify 109 distinct lexical correspondences in our data
set, not all correspondences are widely attested across the full range of languages. We
reconstruct vocabulary items only when reflexes can be found in at least one language of
Pantar (TWA, NDB, KER, WP), one language of West Alor and the Pantar Strait (BLG,
ADN, KLN, Kui), and one language of East Alor (ABU, KMN, SWL, WRS). We exclude
from reconstruction very obvious recent borrowings, such as ‘maize’, but we include
some forms that are older Austronesian (AN) borrowings, such as ‘pig’, ‘betel nut’, and
‘betel vine’. We know that these items/animals were introductions that roughly coincide
with the arrival of the AN languages in the area. The fact that these loans can be recon-
structed and show regular sound correspondences can be taken as evidence for the claim
that the split-up of PAP followed the arrival of AN in the region (perhaps 4,5004,000 BP;
Bellwood 1997:123, Pawley 1998:68485, Ross 2005:42). However, it is equally likely
for later diffusions to exhibit patterns very much like regular sound correspondences. Set-
tling this matter requires independent evidence dating PAP relative to AN. 

Table 46 lists 97 vocabulary items that can be reconstructed at the level of PAP on this
basis. Since the focus of our reconstruction is on the consonants, the vowels in the recon-
structed vocabulary should be interpreted with caution. We do not make any strong claim
regarding the nature of the PAP vowel system.

6.  WIDER GENETIC AFFILIATIONS. The reconstruction of PAP puts us in
a much better position to assess the external relationships of the family. Rather than com-
paring individual Alor-Pantar languages without knowledge of the language-particular
etymologies, we can now begin to compare PAP forms with other languages and recon-

FIGURE 2. SUBGROUPING OF ALOR-PANTAR BASED ON SHARED 
PHONOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

PAP

Alor
(*k,*q merge)

West Alor
(*s>h)

Straits
(*k>], *g>ݦ)

East Alor
(*b>p, *s>t)

TWA NDB KER WP BLG ADN KLN Kui ABU KMN SWL WRS

COMPARATIVE METHOD RESULTS (HOLTON ET AL. 2012)
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COMPARATIVE METHOD RESULTS (HOLTON ET AL. 2012)

Holton et al. 2012

LANGUAGES OF ALOR AND PANTAR 113

vious section we identify seventeen sound changes that are each shared by at least two

languages. As is readily apparent from the distribution of the changes shown in table 45,

many of these changes are cross-linguistically common, and hence may be of marginal

value for subgrouping, for they may have occurred independently. Additionally, many of

the changes cross-cut each other, further complicating internal subgrouping. For exam-

ple, the change *s > h groups ADN with BLG and KLN, while the change *r > l groups

ADN with NDB, WP, and ABU.

The most widespread of these changes is h > ], which occurs in all languages except

TWA and WP. However, this change is typologically common and may have occurred inde-

pendently in several languages. We choose not to base subgrouping on this change. The

second most widespread of these changes is *q > k, which occurs in all languages except

the Pantar languages TWA, NDB, and KER. This change results in a merger of *k and *q in

most daughter languages, while TWA, NDB, and KER keep these phonemes distinct. How-

ever, closer examination reveals that WP also distinguishes reflexes of *k and *q, though

not in all positions. WP, as noted previously, geminates original stops in medial position,

with the exception of *q. Thus, in medial position *k > WP k: and *q > WP k. Using this

evidence to support WP as maintaining the distinction between *k and *q, we can then

identify a large group of languages that merge these phonemes. The eight languages so

identified are precisely the languages of Alor and the Pantar Strait, namely, BLG, ADN, KLN,

Kui, ABU, KMN, SWL, and WRS. We take this change to define an Alor subgroup.

Within the Alor group we can distinguish two lower level subgroups. In the east, the

languages SWL and WRS share the innovations *b > p and *s > t. The former change is also

shared with KMN, the latter with ABU. So while it is tempting to expand this group, only

SWL and WRS share both of these innovations, defining a subgroup we refer to as East Alor.

In the west, the languages BLG and ADN share innovations *k > ], *g > Ҍ, and *s > h,

defining a group we label Straits. The latter change is also shared with KLN, providing

weak support for an intermediate grouping that we label West Alor. The remaining changes

cross-cut these and do not provide additional subgrouping information. See figure 2.

TABLE 45. SOUND CHANGES FOUND IN AT LEAST TWO LANGUAGES

CHANGE LANGUAGES 

*b > f TWA, NDB, ABU (in TWA and NDB only noninitially)

*b > p KMN, SWL, WRS

*d > r ABU, Kui (in Kui only finally)

*g > ݦ BLG, ADN

*k > ] / _# BLG, ADN

*q > k WP, BLG, ADN, KLN, Kui, ABU, KMN, SWL, WRS (ADN ݦ < k < *q)

*s > h BLG, ADN, KLN

*s > t ABU, SWL, WRS

*h > ] everywhere but TWA and WP

*m > ƾ / _# WP, BLG, ADN

*n > ƾ / _# NDB, KER, WP, BLG, ADN, ABU, KMN SWL, WRS

*l > i / _# TWA, KER, ADN, KMN

*l > ] / _# NDB, WP, ABU

*r > l / V_V NDB, WP, ADN, KMN

*r > ] / _# TWA, KER, WP

*r > i / _# BLG, Kui, ABU
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RECONSTRUCTED PROTO-
ALOR-PANTAR VOCABULARY

Holton et al. 2012

LANGUAGES OF ALOR AND PANTAR 115

structed protolanguages. A full study of these external relationships is beyond the scope
of this paper, but we consider some possibilities for future investigations here.

Comparison with Papuan languages of Timor has until recently been dogged by lack
of sufficient data on both AP and Timor languages. While documentation of all the
Timor languages is now underway, identifying cognates remains difficult due to sig-
nificant relexification, motivated in particular by contact with Austronesians. Items bor-
rowed from Austronesian languages dominate basic semantic domains such as as kin,
governance, material culture, and agriculture across the Papuan languages of Timor (see,
for example, Huber 2011:4043, McWilliam 2007, Schapper 2010:2225). For instance,
on a basic Swadesh 200-word list for Bunaq, 40 items can be identified as borrowed
from neighbouring Austronesian languages. Nevertheless there do appear to be cognates
linking AP and Timor languages. As yet, there is no clear primary subgrouping emerging
from sound changes in these data, but the weight of lexical and morphological evidence
points to Bunaq being more closely linked to the eastern Timor languages than to the AP

TABLE 46. RECONSTRUCTED PAP VOCABULARY

*-ain(i,u) ‘name’ *jari ‘laugh’ *pVr ‘scorpion’
*aman ‘thatch’ *jasi ‘bad’ *qaba(k) ‘spear’
*aqana ‘black’ *jibC ‘star’ *qar- ‘tens’
*-ar ‘vagina’ *jira ‘water’ *qin ‘mosquito’
*araqu ‘two’ *jira(n) ‘fly’ (v.) *siba ‘new’
*asi ‘bite’ *jiwesin ‘five’ *talam ‘six’
*bagai ‘crocodile’ *kusin ‘fingernail’ *tam ‘saltwater’
*balin ‘axe’ *kVt ‘flea’ *tama ‘fat’ 
*baj ‘pig’ *-leb(ur) ‘tongue’ *-tan ‘hand/arm’
*bis ‘mat’ *luk(V) ‘crouch’ *tapai ‘pierce’
*bob ‘wave’ *lVsi ‘monitor lizard’ *tas ‘stand’
*bui ‘betel nut’ *madel ‘bat’ (n.) *tei ‘tree’
*bukan ‘guard’ *mai ‘come’ *temVk ‘bedbug’
*bunaq ‘smoke’ *mait ‘betel vine’ *ten ‘ripe’
*dar(a) ‘sing’ *mari ‘bamboo’ *tia ‘recline’
*dul(a) ‘slippery’ *mi ‘(be) in/on’ *tiara ‘expel’
*dumV ‘thick’ *mid ‘climb’ *-tiari(n) ‘close’ (v.)
*dur ‘rat’ *-mim ‘nose’ *-tok ‘stomach’
*dVl ‘bird’ *minV ‘die’ *tukV ‘short’
*-ena ‘give (to s.o.)’ *mis ‘sit’ *u:b ‘sugarcane’
*ga- 3SG *mogol ‘banana’ *-uaqal ‘child’
*ge- 3GEN *mudi ‘body hair’ *-uar(i) ‘ear’
*gi- 3PL *mudin ‘plant’ (v.) *-uas ‘teeth’
*ha- 2SG *-muk ‘horn’ *uku ‘knee’
*hab(i) ‘fish’ *na- 1SG *Vde ‘burn’
*haban ‘village’ *nai ‘eat/drink’ *wad(i) ‘sun’
*had(a) ‘fire’ *naN(a) ‘sibling’ *wai ‘blood’
*hami ‘breast’ *nuk ‘one’ *war ‘stone’
*has ‘excrement’ *-od ‘throw’ *wat(a) ‘coconut’
*hasak ‘empty’ *-or(a) ‘tail’ *weli ‘bathe’
*hawar ‘lime’ *p(i,u)nV ‘hold’ *wur ‘moon’
*hipar ‘dream’ *pi- 1pl.incl
*is(i) ‘fruit’ *purVN ‘spit’
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PROTO-ALOR-PANTAR 
COMPARED WITH PTNG

Holton et al. 2012

LANGUAGES OF ALOR AND PANTAR 117

able evidence. The spread of TNG has been linked to the spread of agriculture (Bellwood
2001), but agriculture emerges only ca. 10,000 BP in the eastern highlands of New
Guinea (Denham et al. 2003), with a westward spread somewhat later, perhaps around
6,000 BP (Pawley 1998). Such a figure is at the upper limits of the time depth usually
expected of the comparative method, but crucially this figure does not place Alor-Pantar
outside the bounds of the comparative method. There may well be other types of evi-
dence—such as pronouns or typology—that support a connection between Alor-Pantar
and Trans-New Guinea (pace Ross 2005). However, now that good lexical data are avail-
able, we can no longer disregard the lexical evidence, and the lexical data do not support
a connection between Alor-Pantar and Trans-New Guinea languages. 

Crucially, this point should not be taken as a claim that the Alor-Pantar languages do
not belong to the Trans-New Guinea family: until an alternate genealogical link is estab-
lished, such a negative claim will remain impossible to prove. Rather, our claim is a more

TABLE 47. PAP COMPARED WITH PTNG (Pawley n.d.)

PAP PTNG
*balin *tu ‘axe’
*dVl *n[e]i, *jaka, *nVma ‘bird’
*wai *ke(nj,s)a ‘blood’
*hami *amu ‘breast’
*mai *me- ‘come’
*minV *kumV- ‘die’
*-uar(i) *ka(nz,t)(i,e)[C], *tVmV[d] ‘ear’
*nai *na- ‘eat/drink’
*has *ata ‘excrement’
*kusin *mbutuC ‘fingernail’
*had(a) *kend(o,u)p, *inda ‘fire’
*jira(n) *pululu- ‘fly’ (v.)
*-ena *mV ‘give (to s.o.)’
*-tan *sa(ªg,k)al ‘hand/arm’
*uku *(ƾg,k)atuk ‘knee’
*jari *ªgiti ‘laugh’
*wur *takVn[V], *kal(a,i)m ‘moon’
*qin *kasin ‘mosquito’
*-ain(i,u) *imbi, *wani ‘name’
*siba *kVtak ‘new’
*-mim *mundu ‘nose’
*tukV *[ka]tumba[C], *tukumba[C], *kumb(a,u) ‘short’
*mis *mԥna- ‘sit’
*bunaq *kambu(s,t)(a,u), *(kambu-)la(ªg,k)a ‘smoke’
*tas *t(a,e,i)k[V]- ‘stand’
*war *ka(mb,m)u[CV],*[na]muna ‘stone’
*wad(i) *kamali, *ketane ‘sun’
*-or(a) *a(mb,m)u ‘tail’
*-uas *maªgat[a], *(s,t)i(s,t)i ‘teeth’
*-leb(ur) *mbilaª, *me(l,n)e ‘tongue’
*tei *inda ‘tree’
*araqu *ta(l,t)(a,e) ‘two’
*jira *ok[V], *nVk, nVL ‘water’
*ha- *ªga[k] 2SG
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ALOR-PANTAR NUMERALS

Klamer et al. 2011

 4 

  ‘30’ 
 

In short, reconstruction of numerals must take into account not merely regular sound 
changes, but also the possibility of unpredictable formal changes in the forms of numerals 
due to changes in compounding.  
 

2. Numerals 1-5 
The numerals ‘one’ to ‘five’ are for the most part simple mono-morphemic words in AP. 
Table 1 presents an overview with the reconstructions to proto-Alor-Pantar (pAP). The 
PAP numerals ‘one’ to ‘five’ have been retained in most of its decedents. Only Sawila has 
innovated numerals in this range (non-cognate forms are bracketed). 
 

 
Table 1: AP numerals ‘one’ to ‘five’ 

 
The correspondences in the numerals are for the most part regular, but there are a few 

developments in individual languages that are note-worthy: 
A non-etymological initial /a/ is present on Western Pantar ‘one’ and ‘four’ and Reta 

‘one’. This development is apparently due to analogy with the numerals ‘two’ and possibly 
‘three’. Such analogical adjustments in numeral forms are cross-linguistically very 
common in the history of numerals .1  

In reflexes of pAP *araqu ‘two’ liquid-stop metathesis appears to have occurred 
independently in two groups. Proto-Blagar *aruk ‘two’ has become akur in Blagar-Bama 
(and in Blagar-Tuntuli, not represented in the table) but not in other Blagar dialects 

                                                 
1 For example, the initial /d/ on ‘9’ in Slavonic languages (e.g. Russian dévjat) is thought to have arisen due 
to the influence of the following  numeral, Common Slavonic *desętĭ, ‘10’ PIE *dekm˳(t) (Comrie 1992:760). 
‘Analogy is a powerful factor in counting, in both alliteration and rhyme, such that regular sound laws can be 
broken.’ (Sidwell 1999: 256). 

  1 2 3 4 5 
pAP  *nuku *araqu *(a)tiga *{� /b}uta *yiwesing 
Pantar Western Pantar anuku alaku atiga atu  yasing 
 Deing  nuk raq atig ut asan 
 Sar nuk raq tig ut yawan 
 Teiwa nuk raq yerig ut yusan 
 Kaera nuko raxo tug ut isin 
Straits Blagar-Bama nuku akur tuge uut ising 
 Blagar-Dolap nu aru tue �uta ising 
 Reta anu alo atoga w/�uta avehang 
W Alor Kabola nu olo towo ut iweseng  
 Adang nu alo tuo ut ifihing 
 Hamap nu alo tof ut ivehing 
 Klon nuk orok tong ut eweh 
 Kui nuku oruku siwa usa yesan 
C&E Alor Abui  nuku ayoku sua buti yeting 
 Kamang nok ok su biat iwesing 
 Sawila (sundana) yaku tuo (araasiiku) yooting 

Laura C Robinson� 29/3/11 11:16 AM

klamer� 1/4/11 3:39 PM

Comment: We haven’t looked at the vowels 
yet, so I’m not sure, but I wouldn’t necessarily 
reconstruct an initial vowel in ‘three’.  If I was 
hedging, I’d reconstruct *(a)tug(a|o).  The 
medial vowel should definitely be /u/.  I think 
WP, Deing, and Sar have /i/ under influence 
from Malay.  

Comment: Why mid vowel definitely /u/? It 
seems easier to have /i/ become back/mid /u,o/ 
under influence of velar stop and low mid 
vowel /ga/ than to front/highten /u,o/ to /i/ in 
that context? Influence from Malay: 
questionable for Deing, Sar Teiwa: why only 
in the vowel of ‘three’ rather than borrowing 
tiga as such? We haveno evidence of Malay 
influence in numerals of these lgs, see also 
note 4 
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constituent of tadusa is synchronic ‘4’ (pAP *{w/b}uta ‘4’), thus mimicking the 
Austronesian [2*] 4 compound structure for ‘8’. 

Western Pantar ‘7’, ‘8’ and ‘9’ show two independent developments. Consider the forms 
in Table 5. A subtractive construction is used for ‘9’, but it reflects neither the structure nor 
the forms of the subtractive pSWA form *tukarinuk ‘9’. Anukutannang ‘9’ is composed of 
anuku ‘1’ and the verb tannang ‘leave off, leave behind’, so synchronically it is ‘1 less’, 
not ‘less 1’.  

 
Table 5. ‘7’ to ‘9’ in Western Pantar  

  ‘7’  ‘8’ ‘9’ 
  7+2 7+3 ‘1 less’ 
Pantar Western Pantar betalaku betiga anukutannang 

 
Western Pantar ‘7 and ‘8’ follow an innovative additive pattern, but without giving up 

all inherited numeral formatives. They are constructed on a base of be(t)-, followed by the 
“additive” numerals alaku ‘2’ in ‘7’ and tiga < atiga ‘3’ in ‘8’. The base be(t)- reflects the 
initial borrowed AN element *�uti- in pSWA *�utitoga ‘7’. In current WP numerals the 
morpheme has been reanalysed as an additive base-5, combining with alaku ‘2’ in ‘7’ and 
‘tiga’ in ‘8’. The reanalysis is likely to have been motivated by contact with the additive 
base-5 languages in Pantar (see section 3.2), after the arrival of (pre-)WP speakers in 
Pantar. 

 

4. Discussion of numerals ‘1’ to ‘9’ 

4.1. Summary of AP numeral systems ‘1’ to ‘9’  
 
All AP languages have monomorphemic forms for ‘1’ to ‘5’, almost all of which are 
cognate. Most AP languages also have a monomorphemic ‘6’. In the majority of languages, 
the numerals ‘7’-‘9’ are constructed with a quinary base, as shown in Table 6. This pattern 
is found in the geographically discontinous languages of Pantar, Central Alor, and East 
Alor. We assume that these systems represent reflexes of the proto-AP numeral system.  

The Straits and West Alor languages independently developed an additive base-10 
system for the numerals 7-9. Next, they replaced the base of ‘7’ with an Austronesian ‘7’, 
incorporating it as a base in the subtractive system. 
 

Table 6. Summary of patterns of AP numerals ‘5’-‘9’, West to East 
 ‘5’  ‘6’ ‘7’ ‘8’ ‘9’ 
Western Pantar 5 6 7+2 7+3 ‘1 less’ 
Central East Pantar 5 6 5+2 opaque 5+3 opaque 5+4 opaque 
Straits-West Alor 5 6 7[-]3 [10]-2 [10]-1 
Kui 5 6 5+2 [10]*4 5+4 
Central Alor 5 6 5+2 transparent 5+3 transparent 5+4 transparent 
East Alor  5 5+1 5+2 transparent 5+3 transparent 5+4 transparent 
 

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:20 AM

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:26 AM

Comment: WP also showing AN influence. 
What kind of contact? The same as the Straits 
languages?  

Comment: Even more interesting here. 
Under current analysis, we are assuming 3 
stages of change: 
1.the AN pitu ‘7’ replicated in WP 
2. the meaning of ‘7’ no longer associated with 
pitu > contact interrupted? 
3.Contamination of ‘8’ as adjacent numeral of 
‘7’ 
 
I find this scenario almost equaly probable as a 
irregular change to the original ‘5’. 
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 Km:  ataak  ok  waal no~nok 
 

Reduplicated numeral for ‘1054’ 
(2)  1000 1 10 5 PLUS REDUP~4 

WP:  ??? 
Tw: ??? 
Ab: rifi nuku kar yeting wal buk~bukna 

 Km:  ribu nok ataak wesing waal bye~biat 
 
Exceptions to this general pattern are found in the formation of morphologically 

complex numerals from ‘six’ to ‘nine’. They are discussed along with other irregularities in 
the reduplication of numerals in the following section. 

 

6.1.2. Irregularities in numeral reduplication  
In AP languages numeral reduplication often shows irregularities in one or more of the 
following ways: (i) irregular segmental changes in numeral forms on reduplication, and; (ii) 
inconsistent pattern of partial or full reduplication.  

Abui shows the greatest amount of irregularity between the forms of its basic, cardinal 
numerals and its reduplicated, distributive numerals. We analyse the modern differences as 
the result of fossilised changes which historically applied to numerals on reduplication. 
These are overviewed in (1) with changes applying from left to right: (i) the basic cardinal 
numeral was first reduced by its final V(C), where the final syllable was of the shape 
CV(C); (ii) the final segment of its reduced root form in some cases then underwent a shift 
(a>i, k>t and m>n)10; (iii) this root was then reduplicated and suffixed with –da, which 
subsequently fused to the root and changed shaped (da ~ na ~ ra).  

 
 The historical changes applying to Abui reduplicative numerals 

(16) Cardinal Root reduction  Final segment shift Redup +da 
nuku   > *nuk   --   nuk~ nukda 
ayoku   > *ayok   --   ayok~ ayokda  
sua   > --   *sui    sui~ suida 
buti   > *but   *buk   buk~ bukna 
yeting    > *yet   *yek   yek~ yekna  
talaama > *talam   *talan   talan~ talanra 

 
Abui has one further irregularity amongst its distributive numerals: aisaha ‘100’ from 

the cardinal aisa ‘100’. Aisaha is itself never reduplicated, but it is required in the 
formation of any distributive numeral including the base ‘100’. It possibly represents an 
earlier form of the numeral (cf. Km asaka ‘100’). 

In Kamang, there is also no regular pattern for the reduplication of numerals. In the 
numerals ‘one’ to ‘four’ and ‘six’ a morpheme with the shape (C)V(:) is reduplicated, while 
in the numeral ‘five’ and complex numerals built on it (i.e., ‘seven’ to ‘nine’), the 
reduplicant has the shape CVCV.   
                                                 
10 Final segment alternations of the kind a~i and k~t are found on a significant number of verb stems in Abui. 
The difference between the stems is one of aspect. See FK (2007:82-86) 

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:43 AM

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:41 AM

Frantisek Kratochvil� 24/10/11 2:48 PM

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:46 AM

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:43 AM

Frantisek Kratochvil� 30/4/11 12:37 AM

Comment: The alternation is obligatory now. 

Comment: My point is slightly different.  
I think that the numerals got reanalysed as 
verbal roots, because they are inserted here in 
a typically verbal construction consisting of a 
a reduplicated root/stem followed by a light 
verb and an aspectual suffix. 
The RED[V]GV-ASP type of verbs is 
typically used to refer to itterative events, 
which makes sense here. 
 
The a~i class is productive, even loans 
participated. The k~t class is rather common 
too.  
The m~n~ng alternation is really rare. 

Deleted: 9

Comment: This is a dialectal variation. 
Benny’s clan (people in Makongpe) say aisa 
but people to the east and south of them say 
aisaha. 

Deleted: small 

Deleted: xxx: xxx
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DEMONSTRATIVES

Kratochvíl. 2011, Schapper and San Roque 2011

Demonstrative extended to various grammatical functions are found in at least Adang, 
Abui and Bunaq and used with similar functions in Alor Malay (replication)

Extended also to cover various pragmatic functions

Friday, February 17, 12
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DEMONSTRATIVES

Kratochvíl. 2011, Schapper and San Roque 2011

viewpoint elevation

distance speaker addressee low high
proximal do to

prx prx.ad

medial o, lo yo ò ó
md md.ad md.l md.h

distal oro wò wó
dst dst.l dst.h

Table 1: Abui demonstratives

indicating the discourse location of the referent is probably secondary (marked
with subscript

a

). Abui np template is given in (4):

(4) [dem

s

/ nmc

s

(poss-)n n/adj/v/quant/ ba + nmc dem

a

]
NP

The primary spatial-deictic use of Abui pronominal demonstratives is illus-
trated in (5).

(5) a. do

prx

fala
house

vs. to

prx.ad

fala
house

‘this house (near me)’ vs. ‘this house (near you)’
b. o

md

fala
house

vs. yo

md.ad

fala
house

‘that house (further from me)’ vs. ‘that house (further from you)’
c. oro

dst

fala
house

‘that house over there (far from us)’

The alternating viewpoint explicitly relates the act of pointing to the physical
standpoint of the speaker or addressee. The addressee-based forms are used less
often than speaker-based forms. Addressee-based forms are used in situations
where addressee’s perspective is of importance: the speaker chooses to evaluate
it or interacted with it.

The vertically oriented deictic demonstratives are illustrated in (6). These
pronominal demonstratives are used only with reference to spatial position. I
have not found cases of spatial demonstratives being stacked.

(6) a. ò

md.l

moku
kid

vs. ó

md.h

moku
kid

‘that child below’ vs. ‘that child above’
b. wò

dst.l

moku
kid

vs. wó

dst.h

moku
kid

‘that child below over there’ vs. ‘that child above over there’

Deictic demonstratives have pronominal uses, as in (7). The medial demon-
strative o (md) refers to the sea water. The proximal do is used anaphorically,
indicating that the referent is definite:

6
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!!" František Kratochvíl

 (29) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar do
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# $'(

   ‘he just went back to his village’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar to
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# $'(.!)

   ‘you know that he just went back to his village’

"e medial forms in (30) indicate a longer distance between the coding time and the 
temporal location of an event. Again, addressee-based forms are used to appeal to the 
addressee’s knowledge of the event. "e completive stem of the verb yaar ‘go’ combines 
with perfective su#x -i ($*+) to indicate that the event of going back is $nished:

 (30) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar-i o
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$#-$*+ ,)

   ‘he went back to his village some time ago’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar-i yo
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$#-$*+ ,).!)

   ‘you should know that he went back to his village some time ago’

"e distal forms are used when the speaker is uncertain about the exact temporal 
location of an event that occurred in the past.8 "e temporal use of demonstratives 
overlaps here with their evidential and mood use discussed in Section 3.3.2. "is 
is illustrated in (31b) where the addressee-based form hu (-$&.!)) marks irrealis. 
In natural speech, the ambiguity is resolved by the context; the elicited examples  
illustrating the paradigm are ambiguous:

 (31) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar nu
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# -$&

   ‘he went back to his village (a certain time, long time ago)’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar hu
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# -$&.!)

   ‘it would be better if he had gone back to his village’

As (31) shows, Abui demonstratives do not only mark past tense. "ey indicate the 
temporal ‘distance’ from the coding time. In (32), the medial demonstrative o (,)) 
refers to a nearby future event. Another example, illustrating the tense marking use of 
o (,)) is given in (56).

 (32) na o-pa=ng marang o
  1- 2-.'.&-%/0&1.&2%=#//3 come.up ,)

  ‘I will come near to you’

#. Similar extension of demonstratives to indicate temporal location of an event is reported 
for Iaai, an Oceanic language of New Caledonia (Ozanne-Rivierre 2004: 134–135).
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!!" František Kratochvíl

 (29) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar do
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# $'(

   ‘he just went back to his village’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar to
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# $'(.!)

   ‘you know that he just went back to his village’

"e medial forms in (30) indicate a longer distance between the coding time and the 
temporal location of an event. Again, addressee-based forms are used to appeal to the 
addressee’s knowledge of the event. "e completive stem of the verb yaar ‘go’ combines 
with perfective su#x -i ($*+) to indicate that the event of going back is $nished:

 (30) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar-i o
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$#-$*+ ,)

   ‘he went back to his village some time ago’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar-i yo
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$#-$*+ ,).!)

   ‘you should know that he went back to his village some time ago’

"e distal forms are used when the speaker is uncertain about the exact temporal 
location of an event that occurred in the past.8 "e temporal use of demonstratives 
overlaps here with their evidential and mood use discussed in Section 3.3.2. "is 
is illustrated in (31b) where the addressee-based form hu (-$&.!)) marks irrealis. 
In natural speech, the ambiguity is resolved by the context; the elicited examples  
illustrating the paradigm are ambiguous:

 (31) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar nu
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# -$&

   ‘he went back to his village (a certain time, long time ago)’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar hu
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# -$&.!)

   ‘it would be better if he had gone back to his village’

As (31) shows, Abui demonstratives do not only mark past tense. "ey indicate the 
temporal ‘distance’ from the coding time. In (32), the medial demonstrative o (,)) 
refers to a nearby future event. Another example, illustrating the tense marking use of 
o (,)) is given in (56).

 (32) na o-pa=ng marang o
  1- 2-.'.&-%/0&1.&2%=#//3 come.up ,)

  ‘I will come near to you’

#. Similar extension of demonstratives to indicate temporal location of an event is reported 
for Iaai, an Oceanic language of New Caledonia (Ozanne-Rivierre 2004: 134–135).
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!!" František Kratochvíl

 (29) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar do
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# $'(

   ‘he just went back to his village’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar to
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# $'(.!)

   ‘you know that he just went back to his village’

"e medial forms in (30) indicate a longer distance between the coding time and the 
temporal location of an event. Again, addressee-based forms are used to appeal to the 
addressee’s knowledge of the event. "e completive stem of the verb yaar ‘go’ combines 
with perfective su#x -i ($*+) to indicate that the event of going back is $nished:

 (30) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar-i o
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$#-$*+ ,)

   ‘he went back to his village some time ago’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar-i yo
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$#-$*+ ,).!)

   ‘you should know that he went back to his village some time ago’

"e distal forms are used when the speaker is uncertain about the exact temporal 
location of an event that occurred in the past.8 "e temporal use of demonstratives 
overlaps here with their evidential and mood use discussed in Section 3.3.2. "is 
is illustrated in (31b) where the addressee-based form hu (-$&.!)) marks irrealis. 
In natural speech, the ambiguity is resolved by the context; the elicited examples  
illustrating the paradigm are ambiguous:

 (31) a. di de-melang da-wai yaar nu
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# -$&

   ‘he went back to his village (a certain time, long time ago)’
  b. di de-melang da-wai yaar hu
   3! 3".!#-village 3".$!%-turn go.&$# -$&.!)

   ‘it would be better if he had gone back to his village’

As (31) shows, Abui demonstratives do not only mark past tense. "ey indicate the 
temporal ‘distance’ from the coding time. In (32), the medial demonstrative o (,)) 
refers to a nearby future event. Another example, illustrating the tense marking use of 
o (,)) is given in (56).

 (32) na o-pa=ng marang o
  1- 2-.'.&-%/0&1.&2%=#//3 come.up ,)

  ‘I will come near to you’

#. Similar extension of demonstratives to indicate temporal location of an event is reported 
for Iaai, an Oceanic language of New Caledonia (Ozanne-Rivierre 2004: 134–135).
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 Discourse-structuring functions of Abui demonstratives !!"

time of the event described in the main clause. Demonstratives listed in Table 2 may 
occur in the sentence-!nal position to encode evidentiality (source of information). In 
(40), the proximal demonstrative do (!"#) indicates speaker’s immediate experience.

 (40) na nala nee=ti beek-a do
  1$ something eat=!%$&.' bad-()" !"#

  ‘I couldn’t eat up (swallow) anything’

In (41), A is not aware of the poor health of B’s mother. B considers her poor health 
obvious as he uses to (!"#.*() to indicate that A has su"cient evidence to verify the 
proposition.

 (41) A: mangmat,# ma e-ya yo?
   foster.child be.!"# 2$.*&-mother +(.*(

   ‘child, what about your mother?’
  B: ni-ya ha-rik to!
   1!,.*&-mother 3--.!*.-hurt !"#.*(

   ‘my mother is sick (as you could see)’

#e medial addressee-based demonstrative yo (+(.*() is used when a proposition is 
based on earlier evidence available to the addressee; in (42), the speaker stresses that 
the addressee knew about the funeral:

 (42) pi yaar-i ni-ya do nabuk yo
  1!- go.'!&-!/0 1!,.*&-mother !"# bury +(.*(

  ‘we went to bury our mother (as you could have seen)’

Another example of the evidential use of yo (+(.*() is given in (52).
#e distal demonstrative nu indicates that an event, such as the past handed 

down by the ancestors, was not witnessed by the addressee, but should be considered 
as truth. #e reportative ba (discussed in Section 4) would not be in place in (43), 
because the speaker believes in the truth of his statement:

 (43) nuku oro Mali do=ng we-i nu
  one ($. place !"#=&112 leave-!/0 $!'

  ‘one (ancestor) went to Mali over there’

#e mapping of evidentiality is based on the metaphor $!*', ! $1)"',.(-$.*3',. 
#e immediately witnessed events are marked with proximal demonstratives. #e  
medial forms indicate events witnessed or experienced in the past. Distal forms  
indicate events that are remembered, handed down and believed in, coming from a 
reliable source. #e reportative evidential ba marks second-hand sources.

"."."  Assertion
#is section deals with the pragmatic function of demonstratives as assertion markers. 
A short note is needed here about the terms used in this section. Each discourse is  
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 Discourse-structuring functions of Abui demonstratives !!"

  B: ma iti,# na ong ha-yei nu!
   be.!"# that 1$ make 3%%.!&'-fall $!(

   ‘those (bananas) here, I dropped them (some time ago)/I will drop them!’

As stated earlier, addressee-based demonstratives are pragmatically marked. !e 
speaker uses addressee-based demonstratives when he wants to contradict the actual-
ity of the event taken for granted by the addressee or to correct previous context. In 
(46), the use of to (!"#.&)) implies that the addressee should understand why the 
speaker and his companion have to leave.

 (46) hai, # ni kul yaar to!
  %*'+" 1!+ must go.(!, !"#.&)

  ‘oh, we really must go (as you can see/understand)’

!e distal addressee-based demonstrative hu is used in situations like (47). A boy is 
instructed as to how to use a bow. !e speaker indicates the wished result of the activity 
that is di"erent from boy’s achievements:

 (47) d-i-a he-kira he-i=se hu!
  hold-!-.-)/" 3%%.,0(-hard 3%%.,0(-put=%*(!.% $!(.&)

  ‘hold it (a bow) so that it would become tight’

!ere are a few cases, showing that evidentiality and assertion are encoded indepen-
dently in distinct syntactic positions. In the surface structure it appears as if the #nal  
demonstrative is doubled, as in (48). In fact each of the demonstratives encodes a  
di"erent grammatical category. !e addressee-based to encodes the evidentiality, 
while do indicates the assertion.

 (48) na-táng do,# di namur to do!
  1$.%*&,-hand !"# 3& wound.(!, !"#.&)e !"#as
  ‘my hand really got hurt just a while ago (as you know)!’

!e demonstrative in the slot closer to the .! encodes the source of information. !e 
sentence-#nal demonstrative marks assertion, proposing to the addressee to alter 
the context. In (49), the #rst proximal do encodes the source as #rst-hand evidence, 
the second do marks assertion:

 (49) ma iti,# it de-i do do
  be.!"# that lie.on 3%.,0(-put !"#e !"#as
  ‘yes, it is really in its place now’

Demonstratives may be added to imperatives to indicate urgency, as in (50). !e 
demonstrative indicates whether the imperative is to be interpreted as a request, advice 
or suggestion. !e addressee-based demonstratives appeal to addressee’s understanding  
of the imperative.
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b. marang
come.up.icp

mit-i
sit-pfv

o!
md

‘come (up) sit down’
c. pi

1piA

Afena Hapong
place

pa
go.down.cnt

te-bikeng-r-a
dstr.loc-louse-reach-dur

o!
md

‘we (could) go to Afena Hapong and search each other’s lice’

The medial yo appeals to addressee’s understanding and conscience, as
shown in (52).

(52) a-ran
2s.pat-quiet

ba
sim

taa
lie

yo!
md.ad

‘you should calm down and sleep!’

3.4 Overview
Table 4 summarises functions of Abui pronominal demonstratives. The table
shows that each function is associated with a particular syntactic position.

domain structure function
np dems (poss-) N n/adj/v/quant dema dems space

dema anaphora
clause a dems u PRED demt dems space

demt temporal location
sentence [. . . demrt]SC [. . . demt]MC deme demas demrt relative temporal location

demt temporal location
deme evidentiality
demas assertion

Table 4: Functions of Abui demonstratives in various syntactic domains

We have seen, that addressee-based demonstratives allow Abui speakers to
point out to addressees’ viewpoint and interact with their stance. The default
speaker-based forms are used when speakers’ viewpoint and stance is presented.
Distal forms are use when speaker’s commitment is low and a generally valid
stance (culturally appropriate behaviour, etc.) is pointed out.

4 Extended uses of adverbial demonstratives
Adverbial demonstratives listed in Table 2 function as modals and clause linkers
in addition to their primary spatial function. Adverbial demonstratives encoding
modality occur in the same syntactic position as the single dedicated modal
lexeme kul ‘must, sure, certainly’.

The modal kul may encode all three main types of modality. In (53), kul
encodes dynamic modality (marked with

dyn

). Dynamic modality is understood
here as the control ability/capacity assigned to the participant.

(53) yal
now

di
3a

kul

must
dyn

miyei-se
come.cpl-inch

20
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by the Abui data is the basic distinction between reference and predication.
While evidentiality is primarily a referential operation, epistemic modality is a
predication about a proposition.

Table 6 lists the functions of Abui adverbial demonstratives. English equiv-
alents are given for the dynamic, deontic and epistemic modals.

form space modal
dyn

modal
deo

modal
epi

ma proximal just want probably

spontaneously

ta proximalAD justAD wantAD probablyAD

spontaneouslyAD

la medial keep need apparently

suddenly obviously

jointly

fa medialAD be forcedAD needAD actuallyAD

ya distal happen to might possibly

somehow

Table 6: Functions of Abui adverbial demonstratives

The structure of the modal categories in Abui is quite unique. As mentioned
earlier, it has been reported in the literature, that di�erent types of modality
show congruent marking (cf. Palmer 2001:7-8). However, I have not been
able to find mentions of modal systems originating in deictic forms (Bybee
et.al. 1994:181). Nevertheless, theoretical literature concerned with modality
has recently come up with proposals to analyse the three types of modality
as scalar systems (Nuyts 2005). Such a view of modality proves very useful
for understanding of Abui modality system. Bybee et.al. (1994:196-7) admit,
that if metaphorical extension of the mechanism behind the grammaticalization,
the shift to the new domain can be abrupt. For Abui, it seems clear that the
metaphor is the driving force behind the extension of deictic forms to map
di�erent domains, because the entire paradigm is shifted to a more abstract
domain.

6 Clause final particles
(115) A: ne-feela,#

1s.al-friend
ma
be.prx

nuku=ng
one=see

sik
sever

ba
purp

ne-l
1s.loc-give

baai
also

ne-l=re!
1s.loc-give=reach.icp

A: ‘friend, pluck also one for me and give to me’

Another interesting use of the linker mai=se is given in (116). This example
comes from a story about the origin of the fire. Abui ancestors once let the fire
go out, and before that they did not know how to make it, so the had to climb
to the sky to ask for the fire again.

35
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ABUI DEMONSTRATIVES AND STANCE MARKING

Kratochvíl. 2011

Although the entire demonstrative paradigm has been extended to new uses,
the respective frequencies di�er. As can be seen in Table 7, the proximal do
is by far the most common. Among the addressee-based forms, the medial yo
stands out. Its relatively higher frequency can be explained by politeness-related
issues. In interaction with addressee’s viewpoint the medial form is probably
perceived as more objective and less face-threatening than the proximal to. The
high number of tokens of ya should be in fact much lower. The form ya has been
grammaticalised as a sequential clause linker and is included in our preliminary
frequency estimation.

viewpoint

distance speaker tokens addressee tokens
prx do 3268 to 240

ma 569 ta 84
md o/lo 326/30 yo 951

la 728 fa 85
dst nu 864 hu 359

ya 1630 (incl. seq)

Table 7: Corpus frequencies of Abui demonstratives (July 19, 2011)

Abui demonstratives interact with other grammatical categories, such as
vocatives, left-periphery and right-periphery discourse particles and evaluative
predicates, as well as with case marking.

stance type grammatical category grammatical device
evaluation dem, right-periphery addressee-based dem, various verbs
moral stance dem, case pronominal dem, 3i pronouns
commitment dem demepi, proximal sentence-final demas
interaction dem, vocatives addressee-based dem, kinship terms
solidarity vocatives kinship terms, proper names
subjectivity dem proximal pronominal and adverbial dem

objectivity dem medial pronominal and adverbial dem

distancing dem distal pronominal and adverbial dem

disagreement dem, left-periphery addressee-based dem, particle ma

Table 8: Stance marking strategies

The future research will focus in more detail on the remaining discourse
markers and clause linkers. I will also attempt to formulate definitions of Abui
demonstratives in the NSM metalanguage.

Abbreviations
This paper uses the conventions of the Leipzig Glossing Rules (available at
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). Only departures
from these conventions are listed below.

1 first person
2 second person
3 third person

39
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Abui tripartite verbs: exploring the limits of compositionality 219

Table 8. Complex verbs with a contrasting final generic verb k, l, ng, and i

THROW LIE TOUCH

a. t-u-k t-u-t- t-u-p-
LIE-LEAVE-THROW LIE-LEAVE-LIE LIE-LEAVE-TOUCH
‘stick out, measure’ ‘emerge, surface’ ‘stuck out’

b. t-a-k t-a-p-
LIE-AT-THROW LIE-AT-TOUCH
‘shoot, empty’ ‘shot (down)’

c. k-a-k k-a-p-
THROW-AT-THROW THROW-AT-TOUCH
‘stab’ ‘stabbed (in)’

d. l-u-k l-u-t-
GIVE-LEAVE-THROW GIVE-LEAVE-LIE
‘rub, wipe, bend’ ‘rubbed, bent’

e. m-o-k m-o-p-
IN-POINT-THROW IN-POINT-TOUCH
‘put together’ ‘(already) put together’

f. t-e-k t-e-t-
LIE-MOVE-THROW LIE-MOVE-LIE
‘slide’ ‘slid on’

g. k-e-k k-e-t-
THROW-MOVE-THROW THROW-MOVE-LIE
‘prod’ ‘prodded’

motion state, horizontal state, contact

to a wall that collapsed during an earthquake. The final generic verb t ‘lie’
indicates the final horizontal position of the wall has been reached. Tet is the
final verb of the sentence and has to be inflected for aspect, in this case with
the perfective suffix -i.

(8) a. na
1S

yaa
go

ne-’ut
1S.AL-garden

t-e-k
LIE-MOVE-THROW

‘I go clear my gardens’,
lit.: ‘I go bring down my gardens.’ [B01.035.32]

b. amakaang
person

nuku
one

kota
wall

ho-t-e-t-i
3II.REC-LIE-MOVE-LIE-PFV

‘the wall collapsed down on one person’ [B05.078.01]

ANALOGICAL CHANGE IN ABUI 
(INNOVATED, ONOMATOPOEIA DRIVEN?)
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This system has probably developed quite recently, as the neighbouring languages don’t have 
anything similar. Possibly similar patterns can result in non-concatenating moprhology, as in 
Semitic languages (Hebrew, Arabic).

218 Marian Klamer & František Kratochvíl

Table 7. Complex verbs with a contrasting final generic verb k, l, ng, and i

THROW GIVE LOOK PUT

a. d-a-k d-a-l d-a-i
HOLD-AT-THROW HOLD-AT-GIVE HOLD-AT-PUT

‘cover’ ‘handle, grab’ ‘cram(med)’
b. l-e-k l-e-l l-e-i

GIVE-MOVE-THROW GIVE-MOVE-GIVE GIVE-MOVE-PUT

‘point to’ ‘threaten, almost do’ ‘miss (not hit)’
c. t-u-k t-u-l t-u-ng

LIE-LEAVE-THROW LIE-LEAVE-GIVE LIE-LEAVE-LOOK

‘stick out, measure’ ‘stick into’ ‘perforate, pierce’
d. l-u-k l-u-ng

GIVE-LEAVE-THROW GIVE-LEAVE-LOOK

‘rub, wipe, bend’ ‘be long-termed’

motion caused event oriented to location accomplished

Some more complex verbs with final generic verbs k ‘throw’, i ‘put’, l
‘give’, and ng ‘look’ are given in Table 7. As was noted in Section 2, the
derivational patterns shown by the paradigms are not always regular, and
combinations that are logically possible are not always attested. Note also that
i ‘put’ refers to some aspectual dimension, but how this semantic contribution
relates to the verbal root meaning ‘put’ is much less clear than in the case of
k ‘throw’, l ‘give’, and ng ‘look’.

Now consider the paradigms in Table 8 on the next page. The verbs in the
first column end in k ‘throw’ and thus express a motion event. In contrast, the
verbs t ‘lie’ and p ‘touch’ both express a non-motion event: a horizontal state,
or a state of contact. As such, they mark ‘states’ (achievements, results) in
contrast to the motions encoded by k. Further, t and p contrast in the position
of the event participants: t ‘lie’ refers to participant(s) in horizontal position,
and p ‘touch’ refers to participant(s) in contact with another object. Again,
the derivational pattern observed in the paradigms here is not totally regular.

The final two sets of examples in Table 8 on the facing page illustrate the
contrast in participant positions most clearly. Example (8) illustrates the uses
of the forms t-e-k and t-e-t. In (8a), the verb t-e-k refers to a motion event
that leads to horizontal position. In a context where ‘garden’ is the object, the
interpretation is that weeds and bushes are going to be cut down, or stepped
on and broken, so that they end up on the ground. In (8b), the verb t-e-t refers

ONOMATOPOEIA AND RHYMING IN ABUI 
(KLAMER & KRATOCHVÍL 2010)
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Table 10. The aspectual function of vocalic generic verbs in medial position

generic verb GLOSS type boundary

i PUT terminative bounded at end
u LEAVE perfect beyond final boundary
a AT progressive no boundary
e MOVE ingressive bounded at start
o POINT punctual bounded at start and end

Table 11. Derivations with contrasting generic verbs in medial position

a (AT) l-a-k k-a-k t-a-k
progressive GIVE-AT-THROW THROW-AT-THROW LIE-AT-THROW

‘mark, count’ ‘penetrate, stab’ ‘put down, shoot’

o (POINT) l-o-k k-o-k t-o-k
punctual GIVE-POINT-THROW THROW-POINT-THROW LIE-POINT-THROW

‘prick’ ‘prod (once)’ ‘drop, pour’

i (PUT) l-i-k k-i-k t-i-k
terminative GIVE-PUT-THROW THROW-PUT-THROW LIE-PUT-THROW

‘bend’ ‘sweep’ ‘loosen, untie’

e (MOVE) l-e-k k-e-k t-e-k
ingressive GIVE-MOVE-THROW THROW-MOVE-THROW LIE-MOVE-THROW

‘point to / at’ ‘prod’ ‘slide’

u (LEAVE) l-u-k k-u-k t-u-k
perfect GIVE-LEAVE-THROW THROW-LEAVE-THROW LIE-LEAVE-THROW

‘rub, bend’ ‘push out’ ‘stick’

ble 11 is exmplified in (10)–(16). In (10), the verb t-a-k refers to shooting
down of a pig. The root a ‘at’ in the complex verb t-a-k refers to the aktion-
sart of ‘lying’ and indicates that the event of ‘lying’ has no internal boundary.
The final verb k classifies this verb as a motion event that brings about the re-
sult that a pig is ‘lying down’; the actor does not directly affect the undergoer,
and the resulting event of lying has no boundary. The undergoer participant
‘pig’ is expressed with the NP fe nu ‘a pig’ and co-indexed as patient with the
prefix ha-.

(10) no-buoka
1S.REC-far

ba
SIM

pulang
arrow

mi
take

fe
pig

nu
SPC

ha-t-a-k
3II.PAT-LIE-AT-THROW

From far, I shoot a pig with an arrow.’ [B05.067.01]
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bang clang ram slam cram spam
bash clash smash slash crash

clap rap slap crap
bat rat spat

batter clatter smatter rattle spatter

This pattern did not exist in Old English. The verb clatter is attested in the 13th century, and 
the full pattern emerges only in the 14th century.
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PERSON MARKING ALTERNATIONS IN ABUI

Kratochvíl 2011

 Transitivity in Abui 595

dependent-marking languages share a bias in di!erential realisation of animate 
and speci"c arguments. In dependent-marking languages, #$% is found perva-
sively (Bossong 1983; Aissen 2003; Malchukov 2005; Kittilä 2006; de Swart 2007). 
In head-marking languages, di!erential case marking is found in both subject and 
object (de Swart 2007). Because there is no nominal case in Abui and the notions 
of ‘subject’ and ‘object’ are problematic, I will use a more neutral term ‘di!erential 
realisation of arguments’ here. I will explore manifestations of this phenomenon 
in Abui in the following sections.

Table 3. Distribution of Abui pronominal pre"xes
verb pat rec loc goal ben

a. fanga ha-fanga do-fanga he-fanga noo-fanga nee-fanga
‘say’ ‘request him’ ‘ask for him-

self ’
‘say it’ ‘scold me’ ‘say for me’

b. liya ha-liya do-liya he-liya noo-liya nee-liya
‘&y’ ‘shoot it’ ‘&y on his own’ ‘&y on it’ ‘&y to me’ ‘&y for me’

c. faaling *ha-faaling do-faaling he-faaling noo-faaling nee-faaling
‘listen’ ‘listen for 

himself ’
‘listen to it’ ‘listen to me’ ‘listen for me’

d. wik ha-wik no-wik he-wik noo-wik nee-wik
‘carry’ ‘carry him’ 

(child)
‘carry for 
myself ’

‘carry it’ ‘let me carry’ ‘carry for me’

e. rumai ha-rumai no-rumai he-rumai noo-rumai nee-rumai
‘strong’ ‘strengthen it’ ‘I feel strong’ ‘it is strong’ ‘rely on me’ ‘strong for me’

f. fahak *ha-fahak *ho-fahak he-fahak noo-fahak nee-fahak
‘embrace’ ‘embrace it’ ‘hug me’ ‘hug for me’

g. dik ha-dik no-dik he-dik noo-dik hee-dik
‘stab’ ‘pierce it 

(through)’
‘I am stabbing’ ‘stab (at) it’ ‘poke him’ ‘stab for him’

h. tang ha-tang ?no-tang he-tang noo-tang hee-tang
‘hand’ ‘set it free’ ‘pass it along’ ‘hand to me’ ‘pay for me’

i. natet *ha-natet no-natet ?he-natet ?noo-natet hee-natet
‘stand’ ‘I halted’ ‘wait for me’

j. lel *ha-lel ?no-lel he-lel noo-lel nee-lel
‘threaten’ ‘almost do it’ ‘threaten me’ ‘threaten for me’

k. ka!a *ha-ka!a ?no-ka!a he-ka!a hoo-ka!a nee-ka!a
‘scratch’ ‘I scratch 

myself ’
‘scrape it’ ‘scratch him’ ‘scratch for me’
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SEMANTIC FEATURES OF RELEVANCE FOR ABUI AGREEMENT

Kratochvíl 2011

!"! Franti!ek Kratochvíl

In Næss’ (2007) view, events involving human undergoers represent the tran-
sitive prototype. An alternative view is taken by Kemmer (1994) who argues that 
the a"ected transitive argument refers to an inanimate participant:

 (38) A prototypical two-participant event is de#ned as a verbal event in which a 
human entity (an Agent) acts volitionally on an inanimate de#nite entity (a 
Patient) which is directly and completely a"ected by that event. $us, there 
are two participants, and the relation between them involves some kind of 
transmission of force or energy from the animate participant to the second, 
a"ected participant. (Kemmer 1994:191)

$ese two approaches make incompatible predictions about which type of under-
goers will be marked, but prove useful for unravelling the hierarchy of semantic 
features, as I will explain in the next section.

#.$ Relevance for semantic accounts of transitivity

I have shown that the Abui system re%ects consistently semantic features of partici-
pants. I have identi#ed eight primary semantic features that drive the argument re-
alisation, listed in Table 15. $e bracketed terms are those used in Beavers (2011).

It is a widely held view that actor and undergoer are cluster concepts (Cruse 
1973; Dowty 1991; Hopper and $ompson 1980; Rozwadowska 1988; Reinhart 
2003; Næss 2007; Creissels 2008:148). Abui o"ers insights in the internal structure 
of these clusters.

Control [+&'()] and a"ectedness [+*++] distinguish acting participants from 
a"ected ones in Abui. A"ectedness and control represent the most signi#cant dif-
ference between the two participants and each of them is further subdivided in 
subtypes. I have shown that control entails instigation [+,-.'] (Section 3.6) and is 
closely associated with volition [+/0)] (Section 3.5). In Section 3.2 I have argued 

Table 15. Semantic features of relevance for Abui argument realisation
type feature abbreviation

a. referential speci#city [±.1&]
b. actor instigation [±,-.']

control [±&'()]
volition [±/0)]

c. undergoer a"ectedness (potential change) [±*++]
individuation [±,-2]
change (non-quantised) [±&3*-45]
change of state (quantised) [±&0.]
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SEMANTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ABUI ARGUMENTS
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 Transitivity in Abui !"#

that a!ectedness is a gradable notion and at least four degrees can be distinguished 
in Abui: (i) unspeci"ed a!ectedness [#$%%], (ii) potential a!ectedness [+$%%], (iii) 
change [+&'$()*], and (iv) change of state [+&+,].

In my analysis, each argument role in Abui corresponds to a unique set of 
semantic features, schematically represented in Table 16.

Table 16. Semantic characteristics of Abui arguments
feature $ %$& '() *+) ,+$* -(. .
speci"city + + + + + + ±
control + # # # # # #
volition + # # # # # #
instigation + ± ± ± ± ± #
a!ectedness # + + + + + #
individuation + + # + # #
change # + + + # # #
change of state # + # # # # #

 Participants characterised by sets of semantic features not corresponding di-
rectly to any of the arguments types are expressed as multiple arguments and vari-
ous multi-verb constructions can be used (their discussion is beyond the scope of 
this paper). Examples of this were shown in Sections 3.7 and 4.2.

!. Conclusions

-e presented analysis of the Abui argument realisation has rami"cations for se-
mantic accounts of transitivity, di!erential marking, and semantic alignment sys-
tems, in which feature-decompositional approach is common. I have shown that it 
is possible to take up Arkadiev’s (2008) challenge and characterise the interrelat-
edness of the semantic features (as listed in Hopper and -ompson Hopper1980 
and other accounts given in Section 5.2) related to transitivity, di!erential argu-
ment realisation, and semantic alignment. In Abui, all three domains are inter-
related and displaying sensitivity to the same set of semantic features and should 
therefore be studied together, if the semantic underpinnings of argument realisa-
tions are to be uncovered.

From the Abui perspective, the account in Hopper and -ompson (1980) is 
the most complete, but does not address the hierarchy of features. -e accounts in 
Reinhart (2003), Dowty (1991), and Rozwadowska (1988) have oversimpli"ed the 
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ALOR-PANTAR ALTERNATIONS IN PERSON MARKING

Introduction
Synchronic distribution

Diachronic development
Discussion and Conclusion

References

Reconstruction of the proto-AP pronominal inventory
Complexity
Alignment diachronic stability

Agreement alternations - Origin or end of the fluidity?
language o/u sets alternation function
Adang 3 + animacy
Teiwa 1≥2 + animacy
Abui 5 + a�ectedness, individuation
Kamang 7 + a�ectedness?
Klon 3 + a�ectedness
Kula 1≥2 unclear unclear
Sawila 2 - n.a.
Western Pantar 1 + a�ectedness ≥ volition

Table: o/undergoer agreement alternations in AP languages

Semantic motivation underlying the alternations (Fedden et al. 2011)

Animacy and volitionality have an impact on whether an argument is indexed with a prefix, and if a prefix
is used, from which set it comes.
Both properties, reoccurring throughout the AP family point to the personal (human reference) origin of
the pronominal forms.
The density of pronominal prefixes is not equal across the AP family and so their robustness as a
grammatical feature varies (Holton 2007:10).

Frantiöek Kratochvíl et al. Pronominal systems in AP languages 68/77

Kratochvíl et al. 2011

Coordinated experimental approach (Abui, Adang, Kamang, Sawila, Teiwa, Western Pantar)
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Introduction
Synchronic distribution

Diachronic development
Discussion and Conclusion

References

Reconstruction of the proto-AP pronominal inventory
Complexity
Alignment diachronic stability

proto AP pronominal forms - a reconstruction

pAP Tw Nd Ke WP Bl Ad Kl Ki Ab Km Sw We TNG
*ga (3sg) ga- ga- gV ga- Pa- Pa- g ga- ha- ga ga- gV- *(y)a/ua

*gi (3pl) gi- gi- Pi- gi- gi- *i

*ge (3gen) ga- gai- Pe- Pe ge- he- ge- ge-

*go (3loc) Po- go- ho- go-

*pi (1pl.incl) pi- pi- pi- pi- pi- pi- pi- pi- pi- pi- *bi

*ha (2sg) ha- a- a- ha- a- a- a- a- a- a- a- e- *Nga

*na (1sg) na- na- na- na- na- na- na- na- na- na- na- ne- *na

*ni (1pl.excl) ni ni- ni n(g)i ni ni ni- *ni

Table: Relevant AP family sound correspondences (Holton et al., to appear)

Frantiöek Kratochvíl et al. Pronominal systems in AP languages 61/77
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COMPLEMENT CLAUSES IN TEIWA (NEGATION)

(78) ‘ha’an
[2s

la
foc

ha
2s

wa,
say]

MC

insi
[fut

ha-yaf
2s-house

waad
big

wan
be

karian?’
work]

CC

Q: ‘did you say (that) you would build a big house?’ [EMM08.089]

‘man,
[not

na
1s

wa
say

xoran
like.that

man,
not]

C1

insi
[fut

na-yaf
1s-house

waad
big

wan
be

karian
work

man’
not]

C2

A: ‘no, I didn’t say so, I wouldn’t build a big house’ [EMM08.091]

In (79), the mc contains the negated verb na-walas ‘tell me’ which is followed
by the cc-linking yi=wa ‘you say’. The cc and the cc-linking yi=wa are under
scope of negation in the mc.

(79) yi’in
[2p

la
foc

na-walas
1s-tell

man
not

yi
2p

wa,
say]

MC

yi-yaf
[2p-house

waad
big

wan
be

karian
work]

CC

hasi,
part

yi
[2p

wa,
say]

MC

insi
[irr

yi-yaf
2p-house

sam
small

la
foc

wan
be

karian
work]

CC

‘you didn’t tell me that you build a big house but you said you will build
a small house’ [EMM08.111]

The example (79) provides an important insight in the syntactic relationship
between the verb na-walas and the cc-linking yi=wa. Because the negator
man occurs in between the two verbs, the verbs are not joined in a serial verb
construction. The prosodical shape of the mc provides further clues. There
is a pause after man and another one after yi=wa. Although the post-mc
complements are not syntactically embedded, the cc-linking verb yi=wa allows
semantic integration of the cc to the degree that it can be under the scope of
the negator located in the mc.

Appropriate grammatical and real-world context had to be constructed to
obtain spontaneous production of the sentences like (79). In (80), a protocol of
one such context is given. It is an interaction of Natan, Bimbo and Ben, where
Bimbo does not report correctly to Ben what he was told by Natan earlier. The
test subject is quizzed about the interactions between the three friends.

(80) na
1s

gi
go

bui
betelnut

gu-’uyan
3s-search

Natan to Bimbo: ‘I go search betelnuts’ (Natan leaves) [AM.E6.0139]

Natan
name

amidan
what

la
foc

ma
come

ha-walas?
2s-tell

arriving Ben to Bimbo: ‘what did Natan tell you about?’ [AM.E6.0141]

Natan
[name

a
3s

wa,
say]

MC

a
[3s

gi
go

tabako
tobacco

gu-’uyan
3s-search]

CC

Bimbo to Ben: ‘Natan said he goes to search tobacco’ [AM.E6.0142]

amidan
what

la
foc

Natan
name

ma
come

Bimbo
name

ga-walas?
3s-tell

interviewer: ‘what did Natan tell Bimbo about?’ [AM.E6.0143]

32

Ongoing research, the importance of prosody - the only grammatical cue of 
embedding (LH% on the linker verb subject.pronoun + wa)
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COMPLEMENT CLAUSES IN ABUI (NEGATION)

‘people don’t smoke, I don’t want (it)’ [EVY.0388]

Although the mc contains a negative verb kaleng in both cases, the cc must
contain the negator naha ‘not’ too. This brings us to the scope of negation in
Abui.

Scope of negation. The availability of the sequential reading for the un-
marked complements in (7-16) and the double negation in (19) indicate that
the structures are ambiguous. Prosodic clues help the addressee to decide how
closely the two clauses need to be interpreted. The scope of negation is limited
to one clause, as further illustrated in (20) where the cc neya harik cannot be
negated on the verb fangi but a construction with the index verb henir must be
used instead.

(20) ne-nahaa
[1s.al-y:bz

do-wa
3i.rec-like.md.cnt

no-k
1s.rec-throw

fangi
tell.cpl

(*naha)
*not

ba,
say]

MC

ne-ya
[1s.al-mother

ha-rik,
3ii.pat-ill]

CC

he-ni-r
3ii.loc-like.prx.cpl-reach

naha
not

ya,
seq

di
[3a

he-fanga=ti,
3ii.loc-say.cnt=phsl.c]

MC

maama
[father

ha-rik
3ii.pat-ill]

CC

‘my brother didn’t tell me that my mother is ill, he said that my father
is ill’ lit. ‘(that) my brother told me that my mother is ill is not so, he
told (about it) my father is ill’ [E.026]

In fact, the negator naha can be used in the sentence above, but the con-
struction will have sequential reading which makes no sense as illustrated in
(21a). The construction can be fixed by placing the negator naha in the cc, as
illustrated in (21b).

(21) a. ? ne-nahaa
[1s.al-y:bz

do-wa
3i.rec-like.md.cnt

no-k
1s.rec-throw

fangi
tell.cpl

naha
not

ba,
sim]

ne-ya
[1s.al-mother

ha-rik
3ii.pat-ill

haba,
but]

maama
[father

ha-rik
3ii.pat-ill]

sequential reading: ‘because my brother didn’t tell me my mother is
ill but my father is ill’ [E.029]

b. ne-nahaa
[1s.al-y:bz

do-wa
3i.rec-like.md.cnt

no-k
1s.rec-throw

fangi
tell.cpl

ba,
say]

MC

ne-ya
[1s.al-mother

ha-rik
3ii.pat-ill

naha
not]

CC

haba,
but

maama
[father

ha-rik
3ii.pat-ill]

CC

‘my brother told me that my mother is not ill but my father is ill’
[E.030]

It is not clear, whether Abui speakers ever allow for the negation in mc to
scope over the subsequent cc.

Summary. In Abui, ccs do not require any marking. Optionally ccs can be
marked with ba, grammaticalized from the verb ‘say’. Direct speech comple-
ments can be accompanied by parenthetical index verbs, or by inflected verb ba
‘say’. The cc-linker ba has been grammaticalized through its parenthetical use
and quotative, but has also become the source fore the reported evidential. The

11

Abui prosodical contour: ba LH%(#)
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POPULATION HISTORY OF WALLACEA - LOCAL ADMIXTURE

Author's personal copy

Austronesian language family, prior to AD 1500 the Polynesian mo-
tif was the world‘s most dispersed mitochondrial lineage.1

Thus a comparison of paternal and maternal genetic markers re-
veals two significant patterns. First, both point to an East Asian ori-
gin for the Austronesian expansion, consistent with the linguistic
evidence that the Austronesian language family arose among Tai-
wanese aboriginal peoples. Second, there is a very pronounced
sex bias, which appears to imply that few Austronesian men ven-
tured beyond Wallace’s phenotypic line, while their female rela-
tives continued their colonizing expeditions through the islands
of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia. In 2003, Hage and Marck
proposed that this genetic pattern could be explained as an effect
of matrilocal residence and matrilineal descent in Austronesian
Proto-Oceanic society (Hage and Marck, 2003). According to this
model, matrilocal Austronesian communities accepted husbands

from surrounding Papuan communities, and the male children of
these marriages gradually displaced the Asian O clades. However,
both mtDNA and NRY markers are strongly affected by genetic drift
and founder effects, due to their small effective size (Cox, 2008). If
the Austronesian expansion was carried out by small groups trav-
eling in sailing canoes, as is assumed, then drift and founder effects
could easily skew the demographic picture we see today. To ad-
dress this issue, Cox et al developed a new sampling strategy de-
signed to increase the statistical power of the analysis, and to
clarify the sex bias revealed by the mtDNA and NRY. A small num-
ber of SNPs were identified as Ancestry Informative Markers
(AIMs), which have increased power to distinguish between East
Asian (southern Han Chinese) and Papuan populations (highland
Papua New Guinea, which were largely isolated from Asian ad-
vances into the Pacific during the Holocene (evidence reviewed
in Cox, 2008). To gain greater insight into the question of sex bias,
the AIMs were chosen equally from autosomes and the X chromo-
some. The X chromosome spends two-thirds of its time in females
and only one-third in males, whereas autosomes spend equal time
in males and females, so in principle a comparison of diversity on
autosomes and X chromosomes can help to reveal sex-biased
migration and mixture processes (Hedrick, 2007). Thirty seven
AIMs were genotyped in the largest panel of ISEA samples studied

Fig. 1. Local admixture rates across the Indo-Pacific region. (A) Pie charts showing mean regional admixture rates (Asian component in white; Melanesian component in
black). Wallace’s biogeographical line is shown as a dotted line. Regional admixture rates are shown for data reduction purposes; admixture rates for all 60 populations (with
confidence intervals) are listed in the Supplementary Information for Cox et al. (2010). (B) Change in Asian admixture rates calculated from all SNPs combined (black line).
Asian admixture estimated from autosomal and X chromosomal SNPs are indicated by blue and red points, respectively. Note the decline in Asian admixture beginning in
Eastern Indonesia, as well as preferential retention of X chromosomal (red) versus autosomal (blue) diversity. Regions with no data indicated by a dashed line; from other
evidence, the decline in the Asian component may be more pronounced than this. Reproduced unmodified from Cox et al. (2010).

1 Soares et al. recently analyzed 157 complete mitochondrial genomes and suggest
that the full Polynesian motif most likely originated in the vicinity of the Bismarck
Archipelago. They hypothesize that the motif arose !6 kya, but that Austronesian
languages and culture arrived later, transmitted by small numbers of socially
dominant Austronesian-speaking voyagers from ISEA in the Lapita formative period,
!3.5 kya (Soares et al., 2011). This conclusion is being debated, but we note that the
model we propose here is consistent with either scenario.

264 J. Stephen Lansing et al. / Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 30 (2011) 262–272

Local admixture rates across the 
Indo-Pacific region. 
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component in white; Melanesian 
component in black). Wallace’s 
biogeographical line is shown as a 
dotted line. Regional admixture 
rates are shown for data reduction 
purposes; admixture rates for all 
60 populations (with confidence 
intervals) are listed in the 
Supplementary Information for 
Cox et al. (2010). (B) Change in 
Asian admixture rates calculated 
from all SNPs combined (black 
line). Asian admixture estimated 
from autosomal and X 
chromosomal SNPs are indicated 
by blue and red points, 
respectively. Note the decline in 
Asian admixture beginning in 
Eastern Indonesia, as well as 
preferential retention of X 
chromosomal (red) versus 
autosomal (blue) diversity. 
Regions with no data indicated by 
a dashed line; from other 
evidence, the decline in the Asian 
component may be more 
pronounced than this. Reproduced 
unmodified from Cox et al. 
(2010).

(source: Lansing et al. 2011)
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ORAL TRADITION

Texts from 1930s - Abui oral history (Emilie Wellfelt, Sweden)

Abui traditional discourse - bride price negotiations
• Benediktus Delpada - running the recordings in the field

Abui traditional water management & agricultural practices
• Lansing 1991, Palmer 2007, 2011, Rodemeier 2009

Abui emotion and cognition predicates
• Benediktus Delpada
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